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NTP 2 Wedding Photography Packages
Package #1
6 Hour Coverage
The 6 Hour Package will cover the ceremony and part of the reception. This package will include 1 photographer and is
designed for the less involved weddings. The ceremony will be captured entirely. After the ceremony we will focus on
portraits of bride & groom and their family. The reception will be photographed and will cover the introductions,
speeches, first dance, garter toss, bouquet toss, and send off.
Deliverables range from 200-400 edited high-quality pictures on a private password protected online gallery. Albums and
prints are available for order.

$1,390 Included is Free Engagement/Save the Date Portrait Session

Package #2
6 Hour Coverage
The 6 Hour Package will cover the ceremony and the reception. It will include 2 professional photographers that will
begin with the ceremony and will capture it entirely. After the ceremony we will focus on portraits of bride & groom and
their family. During the formal pictures we will document the cocktail hour before the reception. The reception will be
photographed and will cover the introductions, speeches, first dance, garter toss, bouquet toss, and send off. Aerial
pictures will be included if venue allows and weather permits.
Deliverables range from 250-600 edited high-quality pictures on a private password protected online gallery. Albums and
prints are available for order.

$1,749 Included is Free Engagement/Save the Date Portrait Session and a 8x10" Canvas Print

Package #3 "All Day"
8 Hour Coverage
This is our Most Popular wedding photography package that we offer. The All-Day Package is a 8 hour day that covers
the entire day from hair & makeup to send off at the end of the wedding. Included is 2 professional photographers that
use 2 cameras to capture your wedding. The photographers are with the bride and with the groom. This allows for us to
capture the get ready portion that includes the detail shots, first look, gift exchange and pictures of the dress. The
ceremony will be captured in its entirety and immediately following with be pictures with the bride and groom. While
photographing the formal pictures we will document the cocktail hour. The reception will be photographed and will
cover the introductions, speeches, first dance, garter toss, bouquet toss, and send off. Aerial pictures will be included if
venue allows and weather permits. Our goal is to tell the story of your day and the All-Day Package is the best way to
capture the entire wedding.
Deliverables range from 300-800 edited high-quality pictures on a private password protected online gallery. Albums and
prints are available for order.

$2,090 Included is Free Engagement/Save the Date Portrait Session and a 11x14" Canvas Print

